
Our multiple built-in connectors
solution can connect to Cisco,
Alcatel-Lucent, Avaya or Microsoft
servers and discover the resources to
migrate to a new environment.

Customize the migration project to
the needs of your client: site by site,
user by user. And correct any
unforeseen incident, adapting
migrations rules during the process.

Manage both, new and legacy
environments within the same web
interface.

Benefit from a central control point!
Manage all unified communications
applications in a hybrid (cloud & on
premise) and multi-vendor
environment.

Save time by creating workflows to
automate the MACDs while
processing a large volume of daily
management of communications
systems.

Integrate Kurmi with the corporate
IT systems of your client (Active
Directories, HR e.g. ServiceNow, ITSM
applications) to avoid mistakes, save
time and increase quality.

Authorize and control the delegation
to local and non-expert managers to
realize a variety of MACDs
operations, thanks to a highly
intuitive portal.

Secure and monitor operations in
a specific workflow to identify each
completed step.

Delegate actions and reduce the
workload of the support team
to allow end-users to easily realize
predefined actions by themselves
(Kurmi Selfcare portal).

Why Kurmi Software for UC operations management?

Unified
ADMINISTRATION

Controlled UC
MIGRATIONS

Intelligent 
DELEGATION
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Simplify
UC plaform management

Delegate
Focus on valued-added projetcs

Automate
MACDs to save time & money

Secure
UC platform migration

BEST IN CLASS SOLUTION
for UC Provisioning & Management

2.5+m users are already managed by Kurmi
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Kurmi Software in some other key highlights
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Dial management plan
Access in real time available number across
multiple locations or clusters. No more excel
sheets.

Schedule & Grouping
All the MACD can be grouped and scheduled to be
performed at a later date.

Rollback feature
Monitor operations realized by your team and
revert any action in one click.

Microsoft Suite
Forget the PowerShell command and
automate the MACD thanks to Kurmi with a
unique and intuitive portal.

Allocation Dashboard
Drive efficiently your licenses and anticipate
any needs you might have.

Powerful SDK connector
Create custom connectors to you internal
applications to provision and manage your
users.

Some advanced features
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